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Description:
In the world of Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the only way to fight monsters is to
become one... The Commission of Counter Ghoul is the only organization
fighting the Ghoul menace, and they will use every tool at their disposal to
protect humanity from its ultimate predator. Their newest weapon in this
hidden war is an experimental procedure that implants human investigators
with a Ghoul's Kagune, giving them Ghoul powers and abilities. But both the
procedure and the newly formed Qs Squad are untested. Will they become
heroes...or monsters?! Haise Sasaki is in charge of turning the unruly
members of the Qs Squad into an elite counter-Ghoul unit. But with everything
to prove, will his team bite off more than it can chew when it starts
investigating the mysterious organization Aogiri Tree? And can Haise be the
mentor the Qs need when his forgotten past could come back to haunt him at
any moment? Continuation of the grotesque horror/action story about a
reluctant monster that became the definitive smash hit of 2015. * Releases 6
times a year for 8+ volumes. * Volumes 1-12 of Tokyo Ghoul have sold more
than 414,000 copies (Bookscan 1/17). * Volumes 1-8 of Tokyo Ghoul have
consistently been at the top of both the Bookscan and NYT list since release,
often simultaneously.* Tokyo Ghoul anime streams on Netflix in the UK.*
Tokyo Ghoul manga review: "...The manga continues to surprise me with its
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character development and extra backstory that it adds." -Dustin Cabeal,
Comic Book Bastards* Tokyo Ghoul manga review: "This is a great series for
anyone looking for unrelenting existential dread." -Che Gilson, Otaku USA

Additional Info:

 

About Sui Ishida
 Sui Ishida was born in Fukuoka, Japan. He is the author of Tokyo Ghoul and
several Tokyo Ghoul one-shots, including one that won him second place in
the Weekly Young Jump 113th Grand Prix award in 2010. Tokyo Ghoul began
serialization in Weekly Young Jump in 2011 and was adapted into an anime
series in 2014. 
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